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ABSTRACT

We present HST/STIS optical and Gemini/NIFS near-IR IFU spectroscopy and archival Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) imaging of the triplet of super star clusters (A1, A2, and A3) in the core of the M82 starburst. Using model
fits to the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) spectra and the weakness of red supergiant CO absorption
features (appearing at ∼6 Myr) in the NIFS H-band spectra, the ages of A2 and A3 are 4.5 ± 1.0 Myr. A1 has
strong CO bands, consistent with our previously determined age of 6.4 ± 0.5 Myr. The photometric masses of the
three clusters are 4–7 × 105 M�, and their sizes are Reff = 159, 104, 59 mas (∼2.8, 1.8, 1.0 pc) for A1, A2, and A3.
The STIS spectra yielded radial velocities of 320 ± 2, 330 ± 6, and 336 ± 5 km s−1 for A1, A2, and A3, placing
them at the eastern end of the x2 orbits of M82’s bar. Clusters A2 and A3 are in high-density (800–1000 cm−3)
environments, and like A1, are surrounded by compact H ii regions. We suggest the winds from A2 and A3 have
stalled, as in A1, due to the high ISM ambient pressure. We propose that the three clusters were formed in situ on
the outer x2 orbits in regions of dense molecular gas subsequently ionized by the rapidly evolving starburst. The
similar radial velocities of the three clusters and their small projected separation of ∼25 pc suggest that they may
merge in the near future unless this is prevented by velocity shearing.

Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: individual (M82) – galaxies: ISM – galaxies: starburst –
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1. INTRODUCTION

M82 is the archetype nearby (3.6 Mpc, 1′′ = 17.5 pc;
Freedman et al. 1994) starburst galaxy (O’Connell & Mangano
1978; O’Connell et al. 1995). The current (∼10 Myr) starburst
activity is concentrated in a ∼500 pc (∼30′′) region centered
on the nucleus. From Hubble Space Telescope (HST) imaging,
the starburst is known to consist of a number of prominent,
high surface-brightness clumps, first identified and labeled by
O’Connell & Mangano (1978). O’Connell et al. (1995) argued
that these clumps represent the parts of the starburst core which
are the least obscured along the line of sight. These clumps con-
tain many young massive star clusters (O’Connell et al. 1995;
McCrady et al. 2003; Mayya et al. 2008), and it is presumed
that the combined energy from these clusters (Tenorio-Tagle
et al. 2003) and the SNe known to be distributed throughout
the central starburst zone (Fenech et al. 2008) is what drives
the famous Hα- and X-ray-bright superwind (Tenorio-Tagle &
Muñoz-Tuñón 1997, 1998; Shopbell & Bland-Hawthorn 1998;
Ohyama et al. 2002; Stevens et al. 2003; Engelbracht et al. 2006;
Strickland & Heckman 2007; Westmoquette et al. 2007, 2009b).

M82 is a dynamically complex system, perturbed signifi-
cantly by its gravitational encounter with M81 some 2 × 108 yr

∗ Based on observations with the NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope under
program 11641 and the Gemini-North telescope under program
GN-2010B-Q-4.

ago (Yun et al. 1993). The consequences of this encounter have
been playing out ever since. Evidence from the age-dating of
a large sample of star clusters (Konstantopoulos et al. 2009),
and of stellar populations in the nucleus (Förster Schreiber et al.
2003) and the disk (Davidge 2008) suggests that initially a disk-
wide burst of star formation took place, followed by a recent
burst concentrated only in the nuclear regions (e.g., Mayya et al.
2006; Beirão et al. 2008). Gallagher & Smith (1999) derived
ages of 60 ± 20 Myr for two clusters M82-F and L located
440 pc southwest of the nucleus; photometric age-dating of the
extended region B, located 0.5–1 kpc northeast of the nucleus,
shows the peak epoch of cluster formation occurred ∼150 Myr
ago (Smith et al. 2007); and spectroscopic observations of
49 clusters throughout the disk show a peak in cluster formation
∼140 Myr ago (Konstantopoulos et al. 2009).

M82 hosts a ∼1 kpc long stellar bar, known from near-infrared
and H i studies (Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995;
Wills et al. 2000). This may also have formed as a consequence
of the M81–M82 interaction (e.g., Barnes & Hernquist 1996).
Subsequent to the aforementioned disk-wide burst, it is the
action of the bar that has presumably helped to funnel gas into
the nuclear regions to fuel the latest starburst episode. Using
evolutionary synthesis models, evidence has been found of two
recent bursts in the central ∼500 pc occurring at ≈10 and 5 Myr
ago (Rieke et al. 1993; Förster Schreiber et al. 2003), and the
presence of a strong IR continuum and large CO absorption
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index indicates a population of red supergiants (RSGs; Rieke
et al. 1993; Satyapal et al. 1997; Förster Schreiber et al. 2001),
further supporting this star formation history.

Of all the starburst clumps, region A is of special interest.
It contains a remarkable complex of super star clusters (SSCs)
with very high continuum and emission line surface brightnesses
(O’Connell & Mangano 1978; O’Connell et al. 1995). However,
the central regions of M82 notoriously suffer from crowding
issues and strong, highly variable obscuration owing to our
inclined viewing angle (i ∼ 80◦; Lynds & Sandage 1963;
McKeith et al. 1995). The high spatial resolution of HST is
of great benefit for identifying and further studying individual
clusters through this very patchy foreground screen.

In Smith et al. (2006, hereafter Paper I), we presented HST/
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (STIS) spectroscopy
of five massive star clusters in the M82 starburst of varying
ages. The main focus of this study was a bright, isolated, SSC
in region A designated M82-A1. We determined the age and
reddening of M82-A1 using synthetic spectra from population
synthesis models and found an age of 6.4 ± 0.5 Myr, meaning
it is a product of the most recent starburst event (4–6 Myr ago;
Förster Schreiber et al. 2003). From HST imaging, we also
derived a photometric mass estimate of M = 7–13 × 105 M�,
and found it is elliptical with an effective radius of 3.0 ± 0.5 pc
and surrounded by a compact (r = 4.5 ± 0.5 pc) H ii region at
high pressure (P/k = 1–2 × 107 cm−3 K). The equally high
pressures in the surrounding ISM found by Westmoquette et al.
(2007, hereafter Paper II) led us to conclude that these conditions
may have caused the cluster wind to stall (or stagnate; see Silich
et al. 2007).

Here we present a study of the two neighboring clusters to
A1, which we designate A2 and A3,10 using HST/STIS optical
spectroscopy and imaging and Gemini/NIFS near-IR IFU
spectroscopy. We find that the age of the three clusters straddles
the important epoch of the onset of the RSG phase at ∼6 Myr.
This sharp turn-on of RSG features represents an extremely
accurate age-dating tool, which, if properly calibrated, will be
very important in the era of high sensitivity and/or wide field
near-IR instrumentation, e.g., VLT/KMOS or JWST.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1. HST/STIS Spectroscopy

We obtained long-slit HST/STIS spectra of clusters
M82-A2 and A3 (GO 11641; PI: M. Westmoquette) using the
G430L and G750M gratings. We utilized the 52 × 0.1E11 aper-
ture at a position angle of 45◦ to cover both the clusters si-
multaneously. The proximity of the much brighter cluster A1
(Paper I) meant that we had to initially center the slit (peak-up)
on this object, then perform a blind offset to the coordinates of
A2 (α = 09h 55m 53s.61; δ = +69◦ 40′ 50.′′10, J2000). We used
a four-point non-integer pixel (0.′′415) dither pattern along the
length of the slit to improve the accuracy of spectrum extraction
and elimination of hot pixels in the data reduction process. In
Figure 1, we show the slit position on an HST Advanced Cam-
era for Surveys (ACS) High Resolution Channel (HRC) color
composite of region A. Details of the observations are listed in
Table 1.

10 Clusters 3N, 14N, and 61N from Mayya et al. (2008) and 1a, 1c, and 1b
from McCrady & Graham (2007).
11 The 52 × 0.1E aperture centers the target in row 900 of the CCD (∼5′′ from
the end of the slit) close to the readout amplifier in order to mitigate the effects
of CTE losses.

Table 1
HST/STIS Spectroscopic Observations

Grating λ Range Δλ No. of Total Exp. Time
(Å) (Å pixel−1) Exposures (s)

G430L 2880–5630 2.73 42 9345
G750M 6480–7050 0.56 14 3045

The observations were reduced using the calstis pipeline
within the stsdas iraf package, after removing from the raw
data the known herring-bone noise pattern (Jansen et al. 2003).
This produced wavelength and flux calibrated two-dimensional
spectra for both the G430L and G750M gratings. Next, each
of the dithered frames was registered, shifted and then com-
bined using ocrrej, with the associated removal of hot pixels
and cosmic-rays. Shifts were determined by measuring the peak
of the cluster continuum profile using the imexam ‘k’ com-
mand. The resulting reduced data cover the wavelength ranges
2880–5630 Å (G430L) and 6480–7050 Å (G750M).

To extract the final one-dimensional spectra of the two
clusters, we used the calstis routine x1d using the default
extraction box width of 7 pixels for both clusters. Background
subtraction was achieved using a 30-pixel-wide region to the
northeast of cluster A2, where the nebular emission is negligible
compared to the cluster. Using x1d ensures that wavelength
dependent aperture illumination effects are taken into account
during flux calibration of the spectrum, and does not resample
the data in the wavelength axis.

In Figure 2, a small portion of the reduced two-dimensional
image for the G750M grating is shown. Nebular emission is
present along the length of this region of the slit and there are
distinct peaks at the positions of the two clusters, suggesting
that they have H ii regions. Indeed, the emission line velocities
are slightly offset from the ionized gas seen between the two
clusters. These measurements are presented in Section 3.2. To
measure the spatial profile and extent of the nebular emission
associated with the two clusters, we measured the Hα emission
flux from spectra extracted at every pixel along the slit with
the continuum subtracted. These measurements are overplotted
on Figure 2. The continuum flux measurements for the clusters
near Hα and the 7-pixel width extraction box are shown for
comparison. Simple Gaussian fits to the Hα spatial profiles of
the two clusters gives a FWHM of 5.4 pixels (= 270 mas ≈
4.7 pc) and 2.3 pixels (= 110 mas ≈ 2.0 pc) for A2 and A3,
respectively, demonstrating that both clusters are embedded in
compact H ii regions.

The spectral resolution of the G430L and G750M gratings
for an extended source is 2–3 pixels. We measure a resolution
of 2.42 pixels from Gaussian fits to the nebular emission lines
in a G430L spectrum extracted from a region away from the
star clusters (and thus unaffected by Balmer absorption). We
therefore adopt a spectral resolution of 2.4 pixels, or 6.6 Å
(G430L) and 1.4 Å (G750M grating), in excellent agreement
with what we found in Paper I.

2.2. HST Imaging

HST broad and narrow band images were obtained from
the Hubble Legacy Archive.12 To carry out photometry on the
clusters (Section 3.4) and size measurements (Section 3.5), we
used images obtained with the HRC of the ACS with the F330W
(U), F435W (B), F550M (V), and F814W (I) filters (PI: Vacca,

12 http://hla.stsci.edu/hlaview.html
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Figure 1. HST/ACS-HRC color composite (F330W, F435W, F550M, F814W) of region A of the M82 starburst. The clusters A1 (Paper I), A2, and A3 are labeled,
together with the location of the 52′′ × 0.′′1 STIS slit and the field-of-view (FoV) of the NIFS IFU position. The insets at the top show three cut-outs of the A1, A2,
A3 area with the filters as labeled (ACS-WFC observations from program 10776, ACS-HRC from program 10609, and WFC3-IR from program 11360).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

PID 10609). These HRC images have a plate scale of 0.′′027
pixel−1.

2.3. Gemini/NIFS Spectroscopy

We obtained Gemini-North Near-Infrared Integral Field
Spectrograph (NIFS) observations of the M82-A1, A2, and A3
region on 2011 April 21 (program GN-2010B-Q-4, PI: N. Bas-
tian) in seeing-limited mode (AO was not possible due to eleva-
tion limits and no natural guide sources were available within or
near M82). We used the H-band grating to provide spectra over
the wavelength range of 1.48–1.80 μm at a resolution of R =
5290 over a 3′′×3′′ field of view (FoV). The NIFS FoV is shown
in Figure 1. We observed in an “ABAABA” object-sky sequence
with a four-point integer-spaxel on-source dither pattern, giving
a total on-source exposure time of 2520 s. Contemporaneous
calibration frames and telluric standard star observations (of
HIP52877) were also obtained.

The data were reduced using the Gemini v.1.9 iraf package,
utilizing pipelines based on the nifsexamples scripts. To obtain
a clean telluric absorption spectrum from the HIP52877 obser-
vations, the spectra were processed as described for the science
images below, after which one-dimensional spectra were ex-

tracted and the Brackett (Br) absorption lines were fitted and
removed.

Based on the methodology detailed in Seth et al. (2010), each
science exposure was sky subtracted using the nearest off-source
exposure, then sliced up and rectified based on Ronchi mask
and arc lamp images using a custom version of nftransform
that propagates the VAR and DQ extensions. Each frame was
then corrected for telluric absorption using a custom version
of nftelluric, and spatially rebinned into data-cubes using
a custom IDL script based on the nifcube routine, again to
preserve the VAR and DQ extensions. In this process, the
original 0.′′043 × 0.′′1 spaxels were rebinned into 0.′′05 spaxels.
The final data cubes from each individual on-source exposure
were combined using a custom IDL script, correcting for the
spatial offsets. Based on measurements of the sky lines, the
spectral resolution is 3.19 ± 0.35 Å (60 km s−1). The spatial
resolution of the combined image was measured by fitting a
two-dimensional Gaussian to the collapsed telluric star data-
cube and found to be FWHM = 0.′′49.

3. MEASURING THE CLUSTER PROPERTIES

We utilize the observations and data described above to derive
a number of properties of the clusters under study. These include
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Figure 2. STIS G750M two-dimensional spectral image showing the cluster M82-A2 (offset = 0′′) and A3 (offset ≈ 1.′′4) over the wavelength range 6500–6800 Å.
The y-scale is in arcsec with increasing numbers toward the southwest. The nebular emission lines are marked along the top. The faint vertical feature at ∼6703 Å is
a bad column. The inset plot shows the integrated Hα flux measured every pixel (0.′′05) along this section of the slit and the underlying emission flux variation (i.e.,
without the contribution from the continuum). Also plotted are the continuum flux measurements near Hα from the individual cluster spectra (solid points) with the
7 pixel extraction boxes indicated.

age, extinction, radial velocities, size, and mass, as described in
the following sections.

3.1. Extinctions and Ages from STIS Spectra

We adopt the methods used in Paper I to determine the
extinction and age of clusters A2 and A3. This method compares
synthetic spectra generated with the evolutionary synthesis code
Starburst99 (SB99; Leitherer et al. 1999) to the observed spectra
using the continuum slope longward of the Balmer jump to
derive the reddening and the region below the Balmer jump to
provide the age.

We binned the G750M STIS spectrum to match the G430L
spectrum and merged the two spectra. We then generated a series
of SB99 models (version 6.03) over the age range of 1–12 Myr
in steps of 0.5 Myr, assuming solar metallicity, an instantaneous
burst with a Kroupa (2001) initial mass function (IMF), lower
and upper masses of 0.1 and 100 M�, and the enhanced mass-
loss Geneva tracks. The resulting high-resolution synthetic
spectra were smoothed, binned, and velocity shifted to match
the G430L spectra. In Paper I, we showed that the strengths and
ratios of the nebular [N ii] and [O ii, iii] lines in the H ii region
associated with cluster A1 are consistent with solar metallicity.

We reddened the resulting synthetic spectra using a fore-
ground dust screen, employing the Galactic reddening law from
Howarth (1983) with R = A(V )/E(B − V ) = 3.1, and a range
of E(B − V ) values from 1.0–2.2 mag in steps of 0.02 mag.
These reddened spectra were then normalized to the observed
cluster spectra over 6850–6950 Å and compared. We chose to
normalize at the reddest wavelengths to provide maximum lever-
age for determining the reddening from the spectral slope. The
quality of the fit for each value of E(B − V ) was judged by
the χ2 statistic over the relatively featureless wavelength range
4140–5200 Å. Any strong emission or absorption features were
masked out in the fitting process for the continuum. We chose to
redden the synthetic spectra rather than de-redden the observed
spectra to keep the noise in the observed spectra constant. Us-
ing this approach, and examining the fits visually, we find that

the reddening can be tightly constrained to ±0.05 mag for a
given age.

To obtain age estimates, we compared the wavelength region
between 3300–4300 Å in the observed and reddened synthetic
spectra for those reddening values obtained from the continuum
fits for each age in the range 1–12 Myr. We preferred to split
the χ2 fitting into two parts because the noise below the Balmer
jump dominates the quality of the fit. Indeed, this level of noise
limits the accuracy of the age determination. The data are far
too noisy below 3300 Å for any useful analysis.

From the χ2 fits for M82-A2 and M82-A3, we find that ages of
3 Myr or younger give poor fits because the continuum blueward
of the Balmer jump is too strong. Above this age, we find that a
unique age cannot be assigned using the goodness-of-fit criterion
because the data are too noisy near the Balmer jump. In Figure 3
we show fits for M82-A2 for 5.0 Myr, E(B − V ) = 1.68 and
7.5 Myr, E(B − V ) = 1.22, and for M82-A3 for 4.5 Myr,
E(B − V ) = 1.84 and 8.0 Myr, E(B − V ) = 1.38. Clearly,
the two ages and reddenings plotted give equally acceptable
fits for the respective clusters. We note that we employed the
same methods described above for the M82-A1 spectra and
recovered the narrow range in age of 6–7 Myr and a reddening
of E(B − V ) = 1.3 mag (Paper I). The longer exposure time
for the M82-A1 observations coupled with the lower reddening
give a much cleaner spectrum below the Balmer jump and this
acts as an effective age discriminant.

To put constraints on the upper age limit for M82-A2 and A3,
we consider the nebular diagnostic lines in the STIS spectra.
We note that the presence of ionized gas (Figure 2) suggests
ages of <10 Myr, and the clear detection of [O iii] λ5007 in the
spectra (Figure 3) suggests even younger ages. The STIS data
are too noisy to use the Wolf–Rayet (WR) emission line feature
at 4700 Å as an age discriminant (weak WR emission is seen
in the model spectrum at 4.5 Myr in Figure 3). We conclude
from modeling the STIS spectra with evolutionary synthesis
models that the probable ages of M82-A2 and A3 are in the
range 3.5–10 Myr. In the next section, we show how the age-
reddening degeneracy in the STIS spectra can be broken using
the near-infrared data.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the reddened SB99 model spectra for two of the best-fitting ages and extinctions to the STIS observations of A2 and A3. Nebular emission
line features in the observed spectra were masked out in the fitting process.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

3.2. Radial Velocities from STIS Spectra

We explored various methods for obtaining the radial veloc-
ities of the clusters. The lack of features in the H-band spectra
(next section) and the low signal-to-noise and resolution of the
G430M STIS spectra prevented us from using spectral absorp-
tion lines for radial velocity measurements. We therefore used
the emission lines associated with the compact H ii region sur-
rounding each cluster to provide velocity measurements. Gaus-
sian profiles were fitted to the Hα and the [N ii] doublet and
yielded mean velocities of 330 ± 6 (A2) and 336 ± 5 km s−1

(A3). For comparison, the ionized gas between these two clus-
ters has a velocity of 323±2 km s−1. This difference in emission
line velocities between the clusters and the ionized gas suggests
that the H ii regions are indeed associated with the clusters, and
can be used as a good proxy for the cluster radial velocities.
This is strengthened by our finding in Paper I for cluster A1 that
the mean velocities of the Balmer absorption lines and nebular
emission lines are the same: 319±22 km s−1 and 320±2 km s−1.

3.3. H-band Cluster Spectra

We extracted H-band spectra of clusters A1, A2, and A3 from
the NIFS datacube using object apertures with radii of 0.′′40
(A1, A3) and 0.′′35 (A2). To subtract the background, we exper-
imented with various apertures and chose to use the average of
six apertures with sizes of 0.′′20–0.′′35, as shown in Figure 4. We
used offset background apertures rather than annuli, since these
gave cleaner resulting spectra due to the variable brightness of
the background. The background-subtracted cluster spectra are
shown in Figure 5.

What is immediately obvious from the spectra is the presence
(or absence) of the 12CO absorption bandheads. A1 exhibits
strong CO absorption, whereas in both A2 and A3 these
absorption lines are weak or absent. It should be noted that

Figure 4. NIFS H-band continuum image showing the apertures (black circles)
and background regions (white circles) used to extract spectra from the data-
cube.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the background spectrum contains CO absorption features from
the underlying stellar population. The very weak or absent CO
absorption in A2 and A3 was recovered for any combination
of background aperture subtractions. We thus suspect that any
residual CO absorption in these two clusters most likely arises

5
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Figure 5. H-band background-subtracted spectra of the three clusters using the apertures shown in Figure 4 (arbitrary but relative flux units). The 12CO bandheads
clearly seen in the A1 spectrum are labeled in black (identifications from Rayner et al. 2009).

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

from the background, which contains RSGs (Greco et al. 2012).
Contributors to CO bandheads in integrated cluster spectra
are pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars (Meyer & Greissl 2005)
and RSGs. Above an age of ∼1 Myr, the PMS contribution
diminishes. Above this, where RSG stars exist, they dominate
the light output in the near-IR. For example, a single RSG would
contribute >90% of the total light emitted in the J-band for a
cluster of mass 104 M� (Gazak et al. 2013). Thus for the masses
of A2 or A3, ∼3 or 4 RSGs are needed to dominate the near-
IR luminosity. The expected age for the appearance of the first
RSG (based on a wide variety of stellar evolutionary models)
is 5.7 ± 0.8 Myr (Gazak et al. 2013). As shown by Figer et al.
(2006) the near-IR CO bandhead absorption features become
stronger for later spectral types, and are particularly strong for
supergiants. This means they are a powerful diagnostic for the
presence of RSGs.

From our SB99 model fitting of the STIS spectra, we find a
degeneracy in the age solution for clusters A2 and A3 where a
range from 3.5–10 Myr is equally acceptable, whereas A1 has
a clear solution at 6–7 Myr. However, Figure 5 shows that A1
exhibits strong CO absorption bands and therefore must contain
RSG stars, whereas in A2 and A3, they are weak or absent. We
therefore conclude that clusters A2 and A3 are probably in the
younger (pre-RSG phase) age range of 4.5 ± 1.0 Myr, and that
these two, together with the slightly older cluster A1, straddle
this important step in cluster evolution. We have caught A1 at
the point where the first RSGs have appeared. This technique
represents an extremely accurate age-dating tool, and verifies
the ages of these three clusters.

McCrady & Graham (2007) presented Keck/NIRSPEC spec-
tra at R = 22,000 for clusters 1a (≡A1) and 1c (≡A2).
With these they derived their dynamical masses; they found
A1 to have a mass of 8.6(±1.0)×105 M� and A2 to be
5.2(±0.8) × 105 M�. Their spectra show CO absorption fea-
tures for both clusters (whereas we only find them for A1),

however their ground-based, long-slit observations are likely to
have suffered from some level of contamination due to their
poorer seeing conditions (0.′′7 versus 0.′′5 for our NIFS observa-
tions) and from a more limited quality background subtraction
since they did not have the advantage of IFU coverage to select
the most appropriate background.

3.4. Photometry

We performed aperture photometry on clusters A1, A2, and
A3 using the ACS/HRC images as described in Section 2.2.
We used a fixed aperture size of 0.′′35 for all the filters, along
with a background annulus and inner radius of 0.′′5 with a
width of 0.′′1. Counts were converted to magnitudes using the
photometric vegamag zeropoints given on the relevant STScI
ACS Web pages; aperture corrections of 0.3 mag were applied
to each cluster in all filters. We estimate that the errors on the
photometry amount to ∼0.1 mag, where the largest uncertainty
is due to the highly variable background around the clusters.
Our results are given in Table 2.

In Figure 6 we plot the cluster A1, A2, and A3 photometry
in color–color space. We overplot the GALEV evolutionary
synthesis models (Kotulla et al. 2009) from 4 Myr to 16 Gyr for
solar metallicity. M82-A1 is consistent with an age of 6.5 Myr
and E(B −V ) ≈ 1.0±0.3, in good agreement with Paper I. The
best-fitting photometric extinctions for clusters A2 and A3 are
E(B −V ) ≈ 1.3±0.3 and E(B −V ) ≈ 1.5±0.5. Photometric
ages (see Figure 6) are not in good agreement with those
derived from the optical spectral fitting described above. This
is likely due to the high amount of extinction present (causing
large corrections to the photometry), as well as the presence
of differential extinction across the face of each cluster (e.g.,
Bastian et al. 2007). Additionally, we note that the (deconvolved)
size of all three clusters increases to redder wavelengths (see
Section 3.5 below), suggesting lost flux in bluer filters, causing
artificially redder colors. This is due to the fact that the outer
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Figure 6. Color–color plot for clusters A1, A2, and A3. The solid line represents
the solar metallicity GALEV model (Kotulla et al. 2009) from 4 Myr to 16 Gyr,
where the filled stars show ages of 4, 10, and 100 Myr. The dashed line shows
the same model shifted by E(B − V ) = 1.0.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 2
HST Photometry and Derived Parameters for Cluster M82-A1, A2, and A3

Filter Detector Exposure FWHM Axis Ratio Reff vegamag
Time (Major Axis) Minor/Major (mas) Photometry
(s) (mas) (mag)

A1
F330W ACS-HRC 4736 130.8 0.93 143 19.47
F435W ACS-HRC 1132 150 0.80 153 18.87
F550M ACS-HRC 840 158 0.78 159 17.27
F814W ACS-HRC 140 241 0.77 241 15.62

A2
F330W ACS-HRC 4736 63 0.70 59 20.90
F435W ACS-HRC 1132 75 0.69 72 20.21
F550M ACS-HRC 840 108 0.71 104 18.24
F814W ACS-HRC 140 150.0 0.86 158 16.27

A3
F330W ACS-HRC 4736 36 0.86 42 22.74
F435W ACS-HRC 1132 46 0.69 51 21.22
F550W ACS-HRC 840 63 0.67 59 18.69
F814W ACS-HRC 140 Failed to fit 16.51

Note. The errors in the effective radius and magnitude measurements are
±30 mas and ±0.10 mag respectively (except for A3 where the photometric
error is ±0.2 mag).

regions of the cluster fall below the background level when there
is high extinction (or highly variable extinction; e.g., Gallagher
& Smith 1999). As such, we will only use the photometry to
estimate the mass of each of the clusters.

Using the spectroscopically derived ages and extinctions with
the F550M photometry, we determine the absolute V-band
magnitudes, MV , and photometric masses using the GALEV
models and a Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001). These values are
given in Table 3. The resulting masses of the three clusters are
surprisingly similar, in the range 4–7 × 105 M�. Errors of order
2–3 × 105 M� take into account the uncertainties on all the
input factors, including the form of the IMF. These results are
in excellent agreement with those derived in Paper I, by Mayya

et al. (2008), and the dynamical masses derived by McCrady &
Graham (2007) as mentioned above.

3.5. Sizes

To measure the size of M82-A2 and A3, we ran the ishape
algorithm (Larsen 1999) on the clusters in each of the
four individual FLT frames obtained for each filter of the
ACS-HRC imaging. We decided not to use the combined (and
hence cosmic-ray cleaned) drizzled images since it is very dif-
ficult to obtain a reliable and accurate point-spread function
(PSF) for drizzled images where there are not enough stars in
the field to create an empirical PSF. Thus we used the tinytim
package (Krist 2004) to create a model PSF for the ACS-HRC
images. Following Paper I, we used a Moffat function with a
power index of 1.5.

In Table 2, we list the average major axis FWHM and minor/
major axis ratios from the fits to the four individual frames.
We also give the effective or half-light radius Reff where we
have used the expressions given by Larsen (2004) to convert the
FWHM of an elliptical Moffat profile fit to a half-light radius.
In the V-band, we find A2 to have a size of Reff = 104 mas
(∼1.8 pc) and A3 to have a size of Reff = 59 mas (∼1.0 pc).
For comparison, the ACS-HRC camera pixel scale is 27 mas as
detailed in the ACS instrument handbook (Ubeda et al. 2012).
Using these newer HRC images, we also find A1 to have a size
of 159 mas (∼2.8 pc), which is in excellent agreement with what
we found in Paper I using WFPC2 imaging.

3.6. Summary of Cluster Parameters

Table 3 summarizes all the measured and derived properties
of the three clusters, M82-A1, A2, and A3, determined from this
study and that of Paper I. From SB99 fits to the optical STIS
spectra of A2 and A3 (Section 3.1), we find a degeneracy in the
age solution for both clusters where a range from 3.5–10 Myr
(and reddenings of E(B − V ) = 1.2–1.9 mag) is equally
acceptable, whereas A1 has a clear solution at 6–7 Myr (with
E(B − V ) = 1.3 mag). From the strength of CO absorption
features arising from RSGs in our Gemini/NIFS H-band spectra
of the three clusters (Section 3.3), we were able to break
this degeneracy since A1 shows RSG features, whereas in A2
and A3, they are weak or absent. A2 and A3 must therefore
be in the younger 4.5 ± 1.0 Myr age range. We measured
their photometry from HST/ACS-HRC imaging thus giving
their photometric masses (Section 3.4), their sizes from ishape
fits (Section 3.5), and their radial velocities from the nebular
emission lines in the STIS spectra (Section 3.2).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. How and Where Did These Clusters Form?

In projection, clusters A1, A2, and A3 form a triplet lo-
cated ∼8′′ (∼140 pc) to the north-east of the nucleus, in a re-
gion of moderate extinction (AV = 4–5.5 mag; Paper II) and
high electron densities/pressures (Westmoquette et al. 2009a,
Section 4.2).

In Figure 7 we present a multi-wavelength comparison of
the major axis position–velocity (PV) diagram. We include the
optical and near-IR emission line and stellar radial velocities
measured in Paper II and McKeith et al. (1993), together with the
12CO(2–1) (Shen & Lo 1995) and [Ne ii] 12.8 μm (Achtermann
& Lacy 1995) measurements, and the bar model predictions
of Wills et al. (2000). The shallower orbit tracks extending to
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Figure 7. Major axis PV diagrams for 12CO (J = 1 → 0) (Shen & Lo 1995) and [Ne ii] 12.8 μm (Achtermann & Lacy 1995; grayscale with contours) with the bar
model predictions of Wills et al. (2000) superimposed (solid line orbit tracks; reproduced from Wills et al. 2000). Also overlaid are the Hα (C1, C2, and C3 represent
different fitted line components; Paper II), near-IR [S iii] λ9069 and Pa(10) λ9014 (McKeith et al. 1993) and the Ca ii λ8542 stellar absorption line (McKeith et al.
1993) radial velocities. The green triangles show the emission line radial velocities of the three clusters A1, A2, and A3 (the uncertainties are approximately the size
of the plotting symbol; see Section 3.2). A physical scale in parsecs is given at the top.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 3
Summary of Derived Parameters for Clusters M82-A1, A2, and A3 from This Study (Except Where Noted)

Parameter Cluster

A1 A2 A3

Radial velocity, Vr 320 ± 2 km s−1a 330 ± 6 km s−1 336 ± 5 km s−1

F555W 17.52 ± 0.10 mag 18.57 ± 0.10 mag 19.03 ± 0.30 mag
Half-light radius, Reff 2.8 ± 0.3 pc 1.8 ± 0.3 pc 1.0 ± 0.3 pc
E(B − V ) 1.35 ± 0.15 maga 1.70 ± 0.2 mag 1.85 ± 0.3 mag
MV

b −14.44 ± 0.46 mag −14.46 ± 0.61 mag −14.48 ± 0.95 mag
Age 6.4 ± 0.5 Myra 4.5 ± 1 Myr 4.5 ± 1 Myr
Mass, M 5.6 ± 2.8 × 105 M� 4.0 ± 2.0 × 105 M� 7.2 ± 3.6 × 105 M�
Electron density, Ne 1800+−340

280 cm−3a 800 ± 150 cm−3 1030 ± 150 cm−3

Notes.
a From Paper I.
b Corrected for extinction.

±25′′ represent the x1 orbits of the bar, whereas the steeper ones
in the central ±5′′ represent the perpendicular x2 orbits. The
emission line-derived radial velocities of the three clusters are
shown with green triangles, placing them at the extreme positive
velocity end of the major-axis PV diagram. All three clusters
have similar radial velocities, implying that they lie at similar
radial distances. In Figure 8 we compare the projected location
of the clusters with the morphological distribution of the ionized
[Ne ii] 12.8 μm emission (Gandhi et al. 2011) and the integrated
C18O(1–0) line intensity (Weiß et al. 2001).

These figures highlight two main findings. First the well-
known molecular torus (R ∼ 15′′; Shen & Lo 1995; Lord et al.
1996; Weiß et al. 2001; Fuente et al. 2008) can be seen as the two
bright knots in the CO PV diagram (Figure 7) at ±100 km s−1,
and also clearly in Figure 8. This torus is thought to have formed
as a result of the interaction between material on the x1 and x2
orbits: the existence of orbital resonances at certain radii (such
as the inner Lindblad resonance; ILR) can prevent gas from
flowing past the resonance, causing a “pile-up.” As the bar
pattern rotates, a torus is formed from this material. In these
pile-ups, gas can lose angular momentum to the stellar bar as

it shocks, and consequently fall radially inwards (Jenkins &
Binney 1994; Buta & Combes 1996). So-called orbit spraying
(Athanassoula 1992) can also transfer material from the x1 to x2
orbits causing it to shock and form dust lanes and stars (Greve
et al. 2002). In addition, gravitational torques associated with
the bar can also transport gas inwards (van der Laan et al. 2011).

Second, the mid-IR circumnuclear ionized gas ring (seen in
[Ne ii], Brγ , and H92α; Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann &
Lacy 1995; Rodriguez-Rico et al. 2004; Gandhi et al. 2011)
is situated within this torus (R ∼ 5′′; highlighted in Figure 8
with a red dashed curve), and has a much steeper position-
velocity gradient (Figure 7, right panel). This ionized emission
traces gas following the (almost circular) x2 orbits (Wills et al.
2000). The ring is composed of a number of bright clumps;
Gandhi et al. (2011) identified more than 20 discrete sources,
4–5 of which match the location of H ii regions identified in the
radio by McDonald et al. (2002), and are consistent with being
powered by embedded young SSCs. It seems, therefore (at least
at the present moment), that the x1 orbits contain mostly neutral/
molecular material (Wills et al. 2000) and the x2 orbits mostly
ionized gas, although the presence of compact, self-shielded
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Figure 8. Grayscale image (contained within the dashed box) is the Subaru/COMICS [Ne ii] 12.8 μm emission line image reproduced from Gandhi et al. (2011). The
overlaid contours represent the integrated C18O (J = 1 → 0) line intensity from Weiß et al. (2001) observed with the PdBI. The black cross indicates the 2.2 μm
nucleus of M82, and the red dashed curve outlines part of the mid-IR circumnuclear ionized gas ring (first proposed by Larkin et al. 1994; Achtermann & Lacy 1995,
and clearly seen here). The location of clusters A1, A2, and A3, indicated with green triangles, fall between the eastern edge of the circumnuclear ring and the eastern
side of the molecular torus. The red crosses indicate the SSCs identified by McCrady et al. (2003) from near-IR imaging.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

molecular clumps in the central region cannot be excluded.
Interestingly, M82 was the first barred galaxy to show such
a dynamical and spatial distinction between ionized and non-
ionized material (Wills et al. 2000).

In projection, clusters A1, A2, and A3 are located between
the eastern edge of the circumnuclear ring and the eastern side
of the molecular torus. All three have a velocity consistent
with being at one end of the x2 orbits, or possibly the x1 cusp
orbits where orbit spraying is occurring (Greve et al. 2002).
We previously argued that A1 may have formed as a result of
intense star-formation in the intersection between the x1- and
x2-orbit families (Paper II). Indeed, the Arches cluster in our
Galaxy could have also formed in the same circumstances since
it is on a transitional trajectory between the Milky Way’s x1 and
x2 orbits (Stolte et al. 2008). In any case, since we find that A1,
A2, and A3 are close in both position and velocity in this region
of M82, it is likely that they are also close spatially because the
orbital velocities change rapidly moving outwards from the bar
(Figure 7).

Thus we have a cold gas reservoir in the form of the molecular
torus, a nuclear ring of young star-forming knots, and clusters
A1, A2, and A3 located between the two. Did A1, A2, and A3
form in the ring too? And where is the molecular fuel coming
from for the SF in the nuclear ring?

van de Ven & Chang (2009) performed calculations of the
dynamics of a star cluster and gas ring system, including the
effects of dynamical friction of the host galaxy, and gas inflows
along the bar onto the nuclear ring. Their model assumed a
constant and smooth gas mass inflow such that the outer edge
of the ring has a surface density enhancement sufficient to form
star clusters. Indeed simulations of the Milky-Way nuclear ring
show that star formation takes place mostly in the outermost
x2 orbits because newly infalling gas collides with the nuclear
ring at its outer rim (Kim et al. 2011). However, van de Ven &
Chang (2009) note that if the gas inflow is clumpy, or possesses
a different vertical scale height or different inclination to the

gas ring, the flow may not (only) merge at the outermost radius.
Since the nuclear ring is not complete, and composed of multiple
clumps, this implies that the gas inflow is not smooth and well-
aligned with the ring, but more clumpy and chaotic.

In their simulations, van de Ven & Chang (2009) found that
star clusters that initially form in a nuclear ring can move
radially outwards because of satellite-disk tidal interactions. It
is possible, therefore, that A1, A2, and A3 may have formed
in the nuclear ring and subsequently moved outwards. van de
Ven & Chang (2009) predict that the timescale for separation
from the ring is of order a few to tens of orbits. The orbital
period of the nuclear ring in M82 is ∼5 Myr (Achtermann
& Lacy 1995), and the bar(/torus) ∼12 Myr (assuming a bar
rotation speed of 140 km s−1 and bar length of 540 pc; Wills
et al. 2000). However, the ages of the three clusters are between
these two values, meaning they have made �1 orbit. This may
not be enough time for the clusters to have migrated so far, thus
making the migration scenario unlikely.

The clusters must therefore have formed in-situ. In order for
them to have done that, there must have been a sufficient supply
of molecular gas at their location >10 Myr ago. Although, as
mentioned above, the x2 orbits and nuclear ring are currently
predominantly ionized, there is still some molecular and neutral
gas associated with the steeper x2 orbits (and ionized gas with the
x1 orbits; Figure 7 and Wills et al. 2000). Given the dynamically
active and variable state of the central starburst, it is likely
that the state of the gas on the various orbits changes on short
timescales. The UV flux is high, and molecular gas will not
stay in this phase for long (e.g., Lord et al. 1996). We therefore
propose that clusters A1, A2, A3 were formed on the x2 orbits
in regions of dense molecular gas and the subsequent negative
radiative feedback from the central starburst region has acted to
change the state of the gas to what we presently see.

A logical corollary of this is that in the recent past there
must also have been a large reservoir of molecular gas in the
nuclear ring in order to fuel the formation of the embedded star
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clusters energizing the many H ii regions found here (Gandhi
et al. 2011). We might therefore expect the next generation of
clusters to form in the dense molecular torus surrounding the x2
orbits.

What will become of these three clusters, A1, A2, and A3?
Their similar radial velocities suggest that they may merge.
However, they are in a region with a strong velocity shear and
thus their fate is not clear without detailed calculations. Morrison
et al. (2011) recently studied the globular cluster population in
M31 and found a number of metal-rich globular clusters on bar
orbits. If they do merge, A1, A2, and A3 could represent the
young progenitors of globular clusters in a future bulge.

Another possibility for the future fate of these clusters is that
they will dynamically inspiral to form a nuclear star cluster (e.g.,
Tremaine et al. 1975; Antonini 2013). Such nuclear star clusters
are seen in ∼75% of galaxies in M82’s mass range, regardless
of type (Böker et al. 2002; Côté et al. 2006). Ebisuzaki et al.
(2001) calculated the dynamical friction timescale for massive
clusters to reach the center of M82:

tfric = 6 × 108

(
r

1 kpc

)2 ( vc

100 km s−1

)2
(

5 × 106 M�
m

)2

,

where m is the mass of the cluster, vc is the velocity dispersion,
and r is the radius of the cluster. Assuming the cluster masses
and errors given in Table 3, a dispersion similar to the observed
circular velocity, vc ∼ 100 ± 30 km s−1, and a true radius
within a factor of

√
2 of the projected radius, we find dynamical

friction timescales of less than a billion years for all clusters.
The timescales for A1 range from 2×107 to 5×108 yr, A2 from
4×107 to 9×108 yr, and A3 from 2×107 to 4×108 yr. Despite
this simple formula’s exclusion of the internal and external
forces that will reduce the cluster mass as it inspirals (e.g.,
Antonini 2013), the timescales are short enough that it appears
likely that these clusters will reach the center of M82 within the
next ∼1 Gyr.

4.2. The Environment around A2 and A3

4.2.1. Densities and Pressures

One of the surprising findings of Paper I was that cluster
A1 has been following a non-standard evolutionary path for a
star cluster, since it is still surrounded by a large, pressurized
(P/k = 1–2 × 107 cm−3 K) H ii nebula at its age of 6.5 Myr.
Standard cluster H ii region evolution scenarios predict that the
surrounding gas should have been completely cleared away by
the cluster winds and radiation by this time. In Paper II we
presented measurements of the surrounding environment to A1
and found similarly high ISM pressures of P/k = 0.5–1.0×107

cm−3 K, leading us to conclude that the high interstellar
pressures and strong radiative cooling in the starburst core are
acting to stall the cluster winds (see Silich et al. 2007).

How do A2 and A3 compare? A2 is located in a region of
much lower nebular background emission than A3 (Figure 1);
however, its (A2’s) H ii region is very faint, with peak fluxes only
∼2 times over the surrounding diffuse emission. In contrast, the
Hα emission associated with A1 peaks at a value ∼12 times
higher than the surroundings, and the emission associated with
A3 peaks at ∼3 times over that of its surroundings.

In Westmoquette et al. (2009a), we presented spatially re-
solved IFU spectroscopy of the central ∼500 pc of the starburst
core, and found that the location of A1 indeed coincides with the
electron density (≡ pressure) peak, and that the densities fall off
rapidly to the south and west (where A2 and A3 are located). To

Figure 9. Electron densities derived from the [S ii] λ6717/λ6731 flux ratio
measured in 10 pixel bins along the A2/3 slit, compared to the measurements
along the A1 slit from Paper II and those from the individual cluster spectra.

(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

investigate further, we measured the electron density from the
[S ii] λ6717/λ6731 doublet ratio in both of the extracted STIS
cluster spectra and found values of 800 ± 150 cm−3 for A2 and
1030 ± 150 cm−3 for A3. These density differences account
well for the variation in H ii region brightness described above,
since F (Hα) ∝ n2

e . We then measured the electron density in the
surrounding gas from spectra extracted in 10 pixel bins (in order
to get an adequate S/N level) along the slit near A2 and A3.
The results are shown in Figure 9 together with those measured
from the A1 slit (located ∼parallel, 1.′′2 to the north; Paper II).
The average densities of the intra-cluster medium in clump A
measured from the two slits are consistent at ∼1000–1300 cm−3.

Clusters A2 and A3 are therefore also located in a high-
density environment which is only a factor of �2 lower
than that surrounding A1. We detect compact H ii regions
surrounding both the clusters with sizes ∼2–2.5 times larger
than the clusters themselves. Although A2 and A3 are younger
than A1, according to the standard theory of bubble evolution
(Weaver et al. 1977) they should still have blown away all their
surrounding gas at their ages. If the pressure of the ambient ISM
is high enough, it can act to stall the star cluster winds at smaller
radii. It is likely that in such a high-density environment the
transition from the energy- to momentum-dominated regimes
(when the cluster wind impacts directly on the shell) occurs
very rapidly (see, for example, Silich & Tenorio-Tagle 2013).

One can estimate then the radius of the stalling shell from
the condition that Pram = PISM, where Pram = Lmech/2πvinfR

2

is the ram pressure in the wind, PISM/k = nISMTISM is the
thermal pressure in the surrounding medium, Lmech is the
mechanical energy input rate, vinf is the wind terminal velocity,
and R is the stalling radius. Taking as representative values
vinf = 1000 km s−1 (e.g., Mokiem et al. 2007), TISM = 104

K and nISM = 1000 cm−3, we can calculate R for different
Lmech. This yields R = 24.1 pc for Lmech = 1040 erg s−1,
R = 7.6 pc for Lmech = 1039 erg s−1, and R = 5.4 pc for
Lmech = 3 × 1038 erg s−1. The mechanical luminosity of a
5 × 105 M� cluster with a standard Kroupa IMF and solar
metallicity at an age of 4–5 Myr is Lmech = (1–2)×1040 erg s−1

(Leitherer et al. 1999). We therefore conclude that, like in the
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case of A1 (Silich et al. 2007), the winds from A2 and A3
have also been stalled due to the high ambient pressure in this
region of M82 and that a significant fraction of their mechanical
power must be lost inside the clusters due to strong radiative
cooling. This retention of material that would otherwise be
expelled could play a role in providing the material for a second
star-formation episode, as seen in GC self-enrichment scenarios
(Conroy & Spergel 2011; Gratton et al. 2012).

These results imply that either lower-mass clusters with
negligible cooling rates and field stars are more significant
as a driving agent for the M82 superwind, or that only the
clusters located outside of the high pressure central regions
(Paper I) and the interaction between mechanical and radiative
feedback processes acting on different temporal and spatial
scales (Hopkins et al. 2012) are important for driving galactic
winds.

5. SUMMARY

In Smith et al. (2006, Paper I), we examined a bright, isolated,
SSC in region A of the M82 starburst designated M82-A1. Our
HST/STIS spectroscopy and supporting imaging allowed us to
determine the age (6.4±0.5 Myr) and mass (7–13×105 M�) of
the cluster. We found this cluster to be surrounded by a compact
H ii region at high pressure, in pressure equilibrium with the
surrounding ISM (Westmoquette et al. 2007; Paper II). This led
us to conclude that these high intra-cluster gas pressures have
caused the A1 cluster wind to stall (or stagnate; Silich et al.
2007).

Here we present a study of two neighboring clusters, which
we designate A2 and A3, using new HST/STIS optical spec-
troscopy. We also present Gemini/NIFS near-IR IFU spec-
troscopy of all three clusters and their surrounding medium.

From Starburst99 (Leitherer et al. 1999) evolutionary synthe-
sis model fitting of the optical STIS spectra, we find a degener-
acy in the age solution for clusters A2 and A3 where a range from
3.5–10 Myr (and reddenings of E(B − V ) = 1.2–1.9 mag) is
equally acceptable, whereas A1 has a clear solution at 6–7 Myr
(with E(B − V ) = 1.3 mag). However, the extracted H-band
spectra of the three clusters from our NIFS observations show
that while A1 exhibits strong CO absorption features arising
from RSGs, they are weak or absent in both A2 and A3. Since
the expected age for the appearance of the first RSG in a star
cluster that fully samples the IMF is 5.7±0.8 Myr (Gazak et al.
2013), this allowed us to break the degeneracy in our optically
derived ages. The absence or weakness of RSG features places
A2 and A3 at ages of 4.5 ± 1.0 Myr. Thus the three clusters
straddle the important epoch of the onset of the RSG phase
at ∼6 Myr. This appearance of RSGs represents an extremely
accurate age-dating tool, which, if properly calibrated, will be
very important in the era of high sensitivity and/or wide field
near-IR instrumentation with e.g., VLT/KMOS or JWST.

HST/ACS-HRC photometry of the three clusters allowed
us to derive estimates of their photometric masses using the
GALEV models (Kotulla et al. 2009). We find that the masses
of the three clusters are surprisingly similar, in the range
4–7 × 105 M�. Those for M82-A1 are in good agreement with
the results derived in Paper I. We measured sizes of the three
clusters using the HST/ACS-HRC imaging, and found A1,
A2, A3 to have Reff = 159 mas (∼2.8 pc), 104 mas (∼1.8 pc),
and 59 mas (∼1.0 pc), respectively. A2 and A3 are therefore
surprisingly compact for their mass. Finally, we measured
the radial velocities of the three clusters using the nebular
emission lines from their compact H ii regions and found

heliocentric radial velocities of 320±2 km s−1, 330±6 km s−1,
and 336 ± 5 km s−1 for A1, A2, and A3, respectively, placing
the three clusters at the eastern end of the x2 orbits.

An investigation of the immediate environments of A2 and
A3 show that they are located in a high-density environment
which is only a factor of �2 lower than that surrounding A1.
We detect compact H ii regions surrounding both the clusters
with sizes ∼2–2.5 times larger than the clusters themselves. At
their masses and ages, their predicted mechanical luminosities
should have blown bubbles of much larger size, meaning that a
significant fraction of this input energy has been lost inside the
cluster due to strong radiative cooling and that, like in the case
of A1, the winds from A2 and A3 have been stalled due to the
high ambient pressure of the ISM in this region of M82.

We discuss possible formation scenarios of these three clus-
ters, given all that we know about the kinematics and gas distri-
bution within the central starburst zone (e.g., Larkin et al. 1994;
Achtermann & Lacy 1995; Lord et al. 1996; Weiß et al. 2001;
Rodriguez-Rico et al. 2004; Westmoquette et al. 2007; Fuente
et al. 2008; Gandhi et al. 2011). We consider two possibilities:
that the clusters formed within the (currently ionized) circum-
nuclear ring and subsequently migrated outwards or that they
formed in situ. Since the time needed to migrate this far away
from the ring almost certainly exceeds the ages of the clusters
(van de Ven & Chang 2009), we propose that they were formed
in situ on the outer x2 orbits of the well-known bar in previously
existing regions of dense molecular gas. Presently, the x2 orbits
contain mostly ionized gas, while it is the x1 orbits that con-
tain most of the neutral/molecular material (Wills et al. 2000).
Therefore, we suggest that the subsequent negative radiative
feedback from the central starburst region has acted to change
the state of the gas to what we presently see. This is consistent
with the dynamically active state of the central starburst, where
the state of the gas on the various orbits is likely to change on
short timescales.

The similar radial velocities of A1, A2, and A3 and their
small projected separation of only 1.′′5 (∼25 pc) suggest that the
three clusters may merge in the near future, although this may
be prevented by strong velocity shears in this region of M82.
The very similar properties that we have derived for the three
clusters in terms of ages, masses, and velocities suggest that A1,
A2, and A3 are indeed a SSC triplet.
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